ARTICLE FROM JOURNAL
Author(s). Year. Title in sentence case: Except after colons and Scientific names. Jour Abbv Vol:PageRangeorArticleNum. DOI


BOOK
Author(s). Year. Title in Title Case. Publisher, Location.


BOOK (NO AUTHORS LISTED)
Title In Title Case. Year. Editor and Editor (eds.). Publisher, Location.


CHAPTER IN BOOK
Author(s). Year. Chapter name in sentence case. In Book Title in Title Case. Editor Name(s) (ed(s))., pp. StartPage-EndPage. Publisher, Location.


CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Author(s). Year. Presentation title in sentence case. In Proceedings Title in Title Case. Editor(s) (ed(s).), pp. StartPage-EndPage. Institution, Location.


THESIS
Author(s) Year. Thesis title in sentence case. Thesis, Institution, Location.

Nonstandard References

While AJEV strongly encourages the use of peer-reviewed articles as references whenever possible, there are circumstances where one is not available or another article type might be more suitable for citation, depending on context. The following is an incomplete list of possible article types and the preferred referencing format for AJEV.

CONFERENCE PRESENTATION
Author(s). Title in Title Case. Presented at the Conference, Location, Year. URL


TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
Authoring Organization. Year. Title in Title Case. Editor(s) (ed(s)). Publisher, Location. DOI


INDUSTRY MAGAZINE ARTICLE
Author(s). Year. Article title in sentence case. Publication Title Vol:StartPage-EndPage


ONLINE ARTICLE
Author(s). Year. Title in sentence case. Publication Name in Title Case. URL


PATENT
Author(s). Patent name in sentence case. National patent PatentNumber, Date Month Year.

Stokes GJ and Barics SJ. Wine packed in aluminum containers. Australian patent AU2012901039A0, 29 March 2012.

POSTER
Author(s). Year. Title of poster in sentence case. URL


R (SOFTWARE)


R (PACKAGE)

Individual packages are typically cited by their original authors (and year). See link below for specific directions. https://ropensci.org/blog/2021/11/16/how-to-cite-r-and-r-packages


RESEARCH FOCUS

Author(s). Year. Title of cited content in sentence case. Title of Publication.


SINGLE DOCUMENT RELEASED ONLINE

Authoring Organization. Year. Title in sentence case. URL

Nonstandard References

While AJEV strongly encourages the use of peer-reviewed articles as references whenever possible, there are circumstances where one is not available or another article type might be more suitable for citation, depending on context. The following is an incomplete list of possible article types and the preferred referencing format for AJEV.

**YOUTUBE VIDEO**
Contributors. Year. Title In Title Case. Institution. URL.


**ONLINE RESOURCE**
Author(s) or Organization. Year. Title in Title Case. URL. Date of access.